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Thousands of Americans Want 'Peace Now··
NEWS EDITOR BILL BARKO
PARTICIPATED IN THE NOVEMBER IS 'MARCH ON WASHINGTON.' THESE ARE HIS REACTIONS.
(Washington} The Washington D.C.
Peace march and demonstration were
beautiful expressions of the outspoken
minority's feelings on their government's policy in Vietnam. Although a
certain amount of violence did occur
on Friday evening and Saturday afternoon, it was unrepresentative of the
actions and · attitudes of the over
250.000 participants in the two day
Moratorium.

dren ~arched alongside college and singers were Peter, Paul and Mary, felt that Delinger was a Communist.
high school students. ·Hundreds _ of _Arlo Guthrie, John Hartford, and the
Following tbe main rally, the S.O.S.
stands SP.IIing peace buttons and pia- cast from Hair.
oriented groups called for another
cards marked the march route.
Howard Samuels, past Under-Sec- march to begin at five o'clock-to
The marchers seemed confident retary of Commerce, called the denwn- liberate the Justice ·Department and
and exhibited a firm commitment to stration "more consistent with Amer- Bob Seale.
·
their various anti-war positions. Tllc ican tradition than the Vietnam war."·
Washington police braced themmost· often heard cheer- was simply Gregory spoke of the marchers as
. peace." A soldier
•
.
"Peace-now." However, many of the "fools for
recent 1y selves for possible violence. 1 he
demonstrators admitted that they did returned from Vietnam told the crowds march began anyway. Netti'ly ten
not feel peace could be achieved "now." that "dissent is growing in the military. thousand SDS'crs and sympathizers
The march concluded at the Wash- If Nixon don't bring the G.l.'s home. surrounded the Justice Department
they will come themselves."
John Delinger, a member of the
Chicago ~·conspiracy," gave a three
point proposal for what he considered·
would be an "honorable end" to the war.
First; the war must end now. Secondly,
Vietnam must be allowed independence

building. Minor incidents erupted sporadically._ Bottles pelted the windows
and red paint ~~as. thrown agai~st the
walls of the bUild mg. As. the VIOlence
level increased the Amencan flag was
hauled down, and the North Vietnamese
flag hoisted into_ its place.

and self-determination. Dclinger also
asserted that we must support the rcThe size of the crowds in the demonvolutionary government of North Viet-·
stration area was immediately impresnam because it was in the best interests
sive. Press estimates of two hundredof the people. Thirdly, the U.S. must
fifty thousand were only token figures.
learn from their mistakes in Vietnam
But even more impressive were the
Rally speakers included Dr. Ben- -and therefore never· inyolvc themover all conduct and attitudes of the · jamin Spock, Howard Samuels, and selves in other people's wars,
marchers.
.Delinger's demand that the U.S.
Dick Gregory. Leonard Bernstein and
Marchers came from all age John Delinger also addressed the support North Vietnam irritated many
groups. Adults and even young chil- crowds. Stellar figures among the of the demonstrators. Many clearly

Washington police tolerated the violencc and used only occasional tear gas
bursts to hold back the most advanced
lines. The S.O.S. responded with shouts
of "Pigs" and "You Fascist Pigs.''
There was a cor.certed effort to egg
the police on. It succeeded. The police
opened up on the whole crowd ~ith tear
gas.
1\
·
This editor was caught in the._gas

Credit must be given to the National
Moratorium Committee for the extent
to which they exercised control over
the enormous crowd which converged
.on the Capitol.

ington Monument where the main rally
was held. There _numerous speakers
and musicians poured forth their
Ccelings to the crowd, but the most im~
pressive aspect of the demonstration
lay with the people who composed the
crowd. Many seemed content just to be
a 'part of the rally and paid little heed
to the rhetoric. Others-among them,
members of .the S.D.S.-:-heckled and
booed speakers whose -positions deviated
the
Communist-revolutionary
line advanced by their group.

FFATURE

tive. The pol!ce acted in the only manncr possible;" to disperse the crowd
without serious violence. Not one club
was swung.
The S.O.S. was Unvaried in its attempt to provoke a violent confrontation with the police.
Determined groups of S.D.S.'ers
attempted to block the chief exits as the
crowd fled, but police again used tear
gas to clear the-way. The crowd was
pushed up town, hut the path it left
behind was strewn with broken windows and shouts_ of "materialistic
pigs" and "capitalist pigs.''
- The actions of the S.O.S.. were completely contrary to the purposes of the
National. Moratorium Committee. This
editor was disgusted when he saw the
. American flag torn down. These radicals_came to Washington with a single
purpose in mind: violence.

_The bulk of the crowd was more
representative of those Americans who
sense the absurdity of the war and
the need for a change in Americas
moral awareness. The two groups
must not be confused.
WFB
attack. The tactic was entirely effec-

Thiron to Investigate Use

tillS

Of Student Council Funds
Councilman Mark Thiron revealed to the Student Counc'l
in its November 12 session that an investigation of council
funds is underway. The study_ is being conducted under the
authority of the council comptroller, Dennis Eckert. It was
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Pas~·Fail
Rev. John N. Felten, S ..l., Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, has
recently announced that, in the upcoming 1970 Spring Semester, a two-year
experiment with a pass/fail system
will be inaugurated here at X a vier.
cThe option LO .take. one, and only oil.:,
·,cou~se.
'semesie~ under this system
1
will .be open to juniors and seniors
only. The only basic restriction is that
the course to be taken may not be in the
student's major fie.Jd. Aside from these
restrictions, any -one course that is
offered in the university catalogue may
be taken on a pass/fail basis by a junior

pir

N,..s (JOHN PAYNE)

The shrine of Our Lady of Victory
and Peaee was the seene of a short
prayer serviee opening the Memorial
vigil.

Accounting De-partment are supervising the study.

To Begin
schools would probably hesitate in
granting credit Jor the .course when
considering applications for admission. Likewise, Father Felten advised
that education courses, if taken on a
pass/ fail basis, would not satisfy the
state require::nents . for'· obtaining a
te:tching certificate. ·

When a_student enrolls in a course
under the pass/fail system his teacher
will be notified of this fact through
the class list. In recording grades, a
te:tcher would assign an S (satisfactory)
for_ work equivalent to A, B, C, and D.
F~r work equivalent to an F, a U (unsatisfactory} would be given. The grade
However, in an interview, Fat-her achieved in 11 course taken under the
Felten .cautioned that students major· S/ U system will have absolutely no
ing in pre-med should avoid taking any effect on the student's wuality point
of their science courses under the pass/ average. If a student receives an S in
fail system because the medical a course he will simply be credited
with the course's allotted .number of
hours and that alone will apply toward
fulfillment of his requirements for
graduation. If a student receives a U
honoring the war dead. Then the group he receives no credit hours toward
gathered, around 12:45, on the mall, fulfillment of his requirements.
implanted a symbolic cross, and the
Any student who desires to take a
reading of the list of dead Americans
course under the pass/fail system must
began.
specify that fact on the Registration

Two~Day Vigil n,eld
Last Friday and Saturday, November 14 and LS, the Spiritual Welfare
Committee sponsored a 48-hour vigil
in memory o( the Vietnam war dead.
For two complete days the list of the
nearly 40,000 who have already been
killed in the Vietnam war was read
outdoors on the campus mall.
The vigil began at midnight on
Thursday with a prayer service in
the .Brockman Hall lounge. In candlelight the group that had gathered listened to appropriate contemporary
songs dealing with the issue of war.
Readings from Teilhard de Chardin's
"Building the Earth" and Thomas
Merton's "Faith and Violence" served
to crystallize the theme of the two
day memorial vigil. There was a time
set aside at this opening service for
anyone to mention .specific names of
persons he he had known who had died
in any of our nation's_ wars.
_ Following the opening service, a
procession was made to the shrine of
Our Lady of Victory and Peace, where
Fr. Pete Carey read a brief prayer

Since last week's meeting between
th~ Afro-American Association and
the Commiuee on Studmt Life, much
has taken place concerning the 8/~ck
Demands. Rather than .vp/icing together
the many aspects of the issue in a news
a;ticle, the News has primed the
mwi1• leiters and releases of the adminfst~ation, faculty, and members
oft he AAA. The facts speak for themselves. For the exarr :exts. see page 4:

\

i
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The cooperation and sacrifices
of
so many of the people at Xavier during
the entire two day vigil was astounding.
Despite below-freezing temperatures
and some snow flurries, a few students remained with the readers
throughout the night on both Friday
and Saturday. Those who did not actually read the names assisted the
readers by bringing coffee 'i111d extra
clothing to make their vigil easier.
Generally, the community at Xavier
was tolerant -of, if_ not sympathetic
to, the means of expression of honor
for the war dea-d. There were a few
noticeable and vociferous objectors,
however. One suited man felt it his
duty to curse the person reading the
names. A nun attending Saturday classes attempted to stop the readings by
expressing her- views in opposition to

"There arc no internal controls
an our finances," Thiron told council
in his surprise move_ He also asserted
that council has no past financial recordl; and no accurate. account of the
Sophomore Class debt. "Some faculty
members think some_ councilors are
using council funds to pay their tuition,"
his statement continued. "This i.s going
to be cleared up fast. We are _acquiring
the usc of the Accounting Department.,.
Thiron also claimed that he has been
told that there is a two thousand dollar
inequity in council funds. In the first
quarter of the school year, he pointed
out, half of the council's money has
been spent.
Council responded with an immediate request that Council Treasurer
Mike Higgins submit a complete written financial statement at the next
meeting. Higgins was not implicated
in any wrongdoing.
Other council related news centers
around rumors of possible inpeachment proceedings stemming from requests made by several well-placed
Council members to the News that the
paper warn absentee_ members that
they an: liable lo impeachment. ~everal members have also complamed

that the meetings are frequently disorderly and that minutes are unavailable. They cite the snickering at the
11raye[ to "Our Lady of Council" as an
example.
A News- study reveals that most
issues in recent weeks have been
passed unanimously and that many
member• arc •msure of p<lrliamentary
procedures.
In business before Council Wednesday, resolutions were passed giving
both Dorm Council and Commuter
Council scats on SC and endorsing the
forty-eight hour Vigil for Viet Nam
War Dead. A Mardi Gras budget of two
thousand dollars was passed with the
understanding that the bill might go
up. Largest item on the budget was
fifteen hundred dollars to pay for Friday night's entertainment, "Your
Father's Moustl!che," a sing along
group.
- Although the resolution to amend
the constitution in order to . scat the
Dorni and Commuter Council Presi.dents on Council passed unanimously,
a hassle developed ·on the question
of actual seating. The constitution had·
not, in fact, been amended. A committee was appointed to study' the parliamentary details.

Cards which are filled out before preregistration. (A model registration
card is posted on the Arts and Sciences
bulletin board in Alter Hall.) Also, any
changes that a student wishes to make
between taking a course on an S/ U basis
and on an ABCDF basis must be made
before the. final date of late registration in February.
.At the conclusio.n of the two-year
experiment the results are to be carefully analyzed to evaJuate the favorable
and unfavorable aspects of the pass/
fail system. These results will deterwhether a more extensive use of the
pass/fail system would be beneficial to
the Xavier students.
. By I'AT

DF:CKF~R

RETRFAT

the entire vigil.
A eo·ed retreat will be held at
As the Spiritual Welfare Commit- Edgeeliff from Dec.. 12-14; and, there
tee made explicit in their news rc- is room for six io eight Xavier students
lease pri~r- to the vigil, the Xavier to participate. It will be a team-given
memorial service was divorced from retreat, running from Friday at 7:00
any local or national rally or demon- . pm to 3:00pm Sunday, with ~cho?ls
stration that was held over the week- from this area and· Atlanta tJ mvcrsity
end. The purpose of the vigil centered in Georgia also ta.king part.. Anyone
around the Christian respllnsibility to interested can ~receive more mformapray for the dead, and did not advo- tion by conlllcting._Matt Haye~ through
cate any political stand on the Vietnam the Student Council Office, or m Brocknian Hall, Room 326, 631-9606.
war.

Balderdash, the top roek/blues croup In Cinelnnatl will be featured at the
Xavier Student Couneil Thanksgiving Dan~e.
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Editorials

_Consciousness
One hundred thirty-eight years Xavier has been a bastion
of conservatism in the Queen City: not behind the times, but
a stolid fixture of an age at its end.
The ~ast few years have witnessed the working out of several
direct challenges to the established order at Xavier, an. order or
system so enmeshed in tradition and traditional concepts that it
seemed to possess a certain sanctity of its own. And venerable
usually meal!.s immutable.
The Joseph Plan was no little innovation. It is not an accident
that many Cincinnatians brag that "the Jesuits really give a
boy a good training." Authoritarianism (obedience) is the cornerstone of the traditional Jesuit concept of education. Authoritarianism begets legalism. The attack on absolutism led to two
noteworthy _skirmished ·with "the rules." Compulsory Mass
was decomputerized and in a sense defrocked. Mandatory
ROTC was felled. Currently, liturgical reform is underway
and basic ROTC courljes have only quasi-credit value. There
have been other changes as well: the Five Year Plan, a new
core curriculum, new courses, and new major areas, . coeducation.
It is the role of the university press not merely to report
these changes, and in their advent to promote or question them,
but also to reflect on theit. cumulative effect. While it is too
soon to arrive at a complete ·overview, certain conclusions
suggest themselves. Xavier, it seems, is being shaped anew
by two convergent ."revolutions." The first stems from the
student body: We are Now Generation children. The second
grew from within the Jesuit community itself.
Xavier students are in many ways the same: most are .sons
of the middle class, eschew radicalism, mouth_ the more palable demands of the Awakened Youth and participate in its cult of
privatism -_the altruisitc tendency to base decisions on strictly
personal experience, to reject the legitimacy of· many established institutions while enthusiastically affirming certain
others, and to attempt to lead one's life so as to contribute in a
personal way to the Just Society.. Xavier students in general ~t
journalist Jeremy Main's description of students who want
their university "to give them four years that are rich in growth,
experience, and education" ("The 'Square' Universities Are
Rolling Too," Fortune). Therein lies the significance of the new
curriculum and of co~ducation, and now black student demands.
Less remarked upon .is an ongoing change within the. Jesuit
community nationwide -_which has not been without effect here
or on other Jesuit campuses. The pervasive effectis of· this
movement are hard to guage, although Father Greeley, a recent
visitor to Xavier, maintains that the student movement began
in the seminaries. Student leaders on this campus_ are· aware of
the catalyst role played by Jesuit students here - particularly in
the Mass boycott. Smug assertions by students that powerful
Jesuit conservatives only give in to reforms when faced by
boycotts, walkouts, or implicit threats of ••trouble" have generally been the first reaction to reforms, but more considered
thought rejects this. While ..liberal" and "conservative"
tags may fit some resident Jesuits, most - tending either way seem not to be studiously tied either to tradition .or to static
concepts. Rather, they are open to innovative approaches (in
the name of old ideals, of course) and less willing to share the
burden of responsibility and auth<:>rity than other universities,
and often are more so. Nontheless, they remain conscious that
theirs is the primacy responsibility to preserve the ideals
and quality_of ~avier: student consensus that this should ~ so
was made painfully clear at the recent Committee on ·student
Life meeting. In this .respect the Jesuit Five Year Plan is
significant. What is iQtportant is that in many :ways the Xavier
religious are just as much immersed in flux and ;;revolution"
as are their students. They too are seeking ''community consciousness"- while practicing a sef!sitive privatism.
Inchoate is a new order of priorities at this. university:
alma mater Xavier is becoming ,a_relevant and up-to-date in
ways and to a degree entirely unexpected.

CRUCIFY
Last week a small group of people representing the Weathermen faction of SDS were here in the flesh .. on Xavier's campus.
The six were here to speak, out, drum up support, and argue their
cause with the more excitable'Muskies.
I'm sure that any devoted member of SDS expects opposition
evety time he expresses his views_ It would have been a real
surprise to ·tlie strangers on campus_ if XU students had received them quietly, listened with .open minds, and then de-.
bated rationally. They were not surprised.
The members of SDS were openly advocating the violent
overthrow ofthe U.S. government. They were speaking. outside,
in front of the University Center, to anyone who happened by
and was curious enough to ~top and list~n.
It amazes me that this type of free expression of a somewhat
radical opinion was perceived by so many at Xavier as a threat,
either to themselves as individuals or to the whole tight-knit,
impregnable community here. That. many felt threatened was
made painfully obvious by the actions·of the crowd surrounding
the SDS members. Catcalls, jeers, curses, and even personal ·
threats were thrown at the strangers from many people in the
crowd ..The jesting cries of "Crucify them!" drove home a.
subtle point: a great number at Xavier could not- tolerate
opinions that were far removed from their own.
I doubt if the SDS people will came back to Xavier to express
their views ..You .see, they look upon this university as a lost
cause. And perhaps, in more ways than ~ne, it is.
DFW

A New Dimension

Recently, Attorney General Paul Brown, in •a review of the
drug problem in Ohio, offered a recommendation to Governor
Rhodes providing for the establishment of a Drug Review Commission under the auspices of the Department of Health or the
Department of Mental Hygiene and.Correction. To quote thereport: "Some thought should be given to the· establishment of a
Drug Abuse Control Commission in the Ohio Department of
Health or the Ohio Department of Mental Hygiene and Correction. Its responsibility would be to determine and analyze· the
state's needs in. long:range treatment facilities~ Such a com.:.
mission should also provide for basic medical, psychological,
and social research for the problems of drug and narcotic
addiction and abuse; disseminate public information on narcotics; and counsel educators." All functions of such a commission are covered in a bill initiated and written by the Issues
Committee of Xavier's Young Dems.
'
This bill would establish a Narcotic.Addition Treatment and
Prevention Commission. Among the primary functions of this
DGR commission would be included: public education of old and
~
young to the hamrds of drugs, treatment of. addicts ~ ranging
-'!!
· from institutional treatment of the addict's psychological problift.....
~-T,4IHI
lem to his follow-up care in the community, and research on the
~ IIC MrW .. •
lir...
effects of various drugs and narcotics. In addition, the commis·
·
·
SIOn would mamtam community centers in which treatment and
follow-up care would be administered besides providing for the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·William F. Barko d~stribution 'f pertinent inforrpation to all interested indiMANAGING EDITOR ................................. ·.. Denis F. Walsh Vl'duals.
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Letters
Letter to the Editor:
This is in response to Mark Meany's
article in last week's News entitled
"Universal Suicide." Upon reading
Mark's well-me~ning expose of international affairs I noticed that very
little was. said concerning international diplomacy or nuclear policy.
Neither was anything mentioned about
man's history of nationalism and selfcenteredness.
I thing that the facts concerning
nuclear policy and internationalism
must be more clearly studied in order
to correct this _prevalent Utopian
thought. A few pertinent facts are:
I. The "concerned segment of
modern youth" Mark speaks of is
American;.· Chinese children .are
weaned on warfare and raised to believe in world domination.
2. As long as there is a state system there will never be a working internationalism, much less a. strong
world or internationalistic spirit-no
nation is willing to prostrate itself
before the rest of the world.
3. As _long as the. arms race continues at an equal pace there is no
immediate danger of nuclear war. We
are not the only ones who dread "universal suicide."
4. The U.S.S.R. (and soon China)
will never, by nature of its national
policies, agree to multilateral disarmam~:nt, much less submit to regular arms inspections.
The real solution to this · problem
of destruction lies not in reworking
the world's consciousness, but in providing the world with statesmen who
realize the intricacies of foreign and
nuclear· policy, and are open to new
possibilities. This includes Eastern
diplomats also, and the trend since
Krushchev is in this direction. China
is too immature to be hopeful ab~ut. -··
Utopias have never worked, and
neither will Mr. Meany's. The solution to a politica·l dilemma lies in the
realm· of- realistic political science,
not in the vagueness of moralism.
D11-ve Birren
To the Editor:
1 would like to personally congrat-

ulote '"'""'' whO holp<d """""" '"'
took part in the first of a series of
campus discussions between the concerned and dedicated students of our
community and those outside subversive elements which have recently
dared to invade the inner sanctum of
reason and intellectuality which we,
.
d
h ld
d
Th'
o soh ldear.
1s
as Xav1er
. f Istud' ents,
I
meamng u 1a ogue
h was
'd elk., asf we
are al1 aware, on t e s1 ewa m · ront
of the main entrance to the University
Center building, henceforth to be known
as The Arena. There 1's l1'ttle doubt
that all those who witnessed this educative and stillllllating exchang~ :or

·
During its January session, the Ohio State Lemslature
will
discuss and vote upon this bill, which is the culmination of eight
months of research, investigation,.. and interviews. Since some
b
f. h 1· · 1
1· d
·.
.. mem ers d 1 e eg1s ature c a1me , as recently as a year ago,
that no drug problem existed in Ohio, we hope that they will not be
embarassed to write into 'law a resolution written by college
· ideas were as impressed with the calm
students. That this bill is sponsored by college students does rationillity and' ~nderstanding .nf. the
t f" t 't
l'd't th . I
f
t t'
fX . .
II d
no e .ec 1 s va 1 1 y; e on y concern o our represen a 1ves "men o av1er" as they were appa e
should be its effective,ness in copinac with· the ·drug ·problem; 1 ---: · · ·rcmfiiliriecl tiri !'Jil.!fc' J)'- • • • _
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Group Communication Seen
POETRY
As Aid to Campus Liturgy
·CONTEST

. and disgusted by the obviously insane
and subversive arguments of the SDS
representatives. .Those
infiltrators,
rumored to. be members of the highly
revolutionary wing of the SDS known
Father Thomas G. Savage, Chair-. with a number of books and papers for
as "The Papermen.", repeatedly failed
·
to ach1eve
any support from the au- man of the English Department, im- a relatively long period of time lookdience, as their arguments withered in pressed his FAST audience on Novem- ing for the appropriate prayer. "What
the face of the vicsious onslaught of ber 14th with a sample of mumbling, kind of an impressions does that make!
reasoned and impartial discussion and incoherence, and light double talk. After proving himself a flunky function.;hallenges which are so characteristic · These are not Father Savage's typical ary no one really cared about what he
of the thinking university. students speaking methods. He employed them had to say."
here at X.U. One. cannot help but look to.demonstrate a basic point of his
Proper presentation of the liturgy
with pride upon the Christian gentle- topic, Litu_rgy on the Campus.
was not Father's only topic. He also
men of our university community, who
"The point is," Father stated,"that. commented on the meaning and worth
are ever vigilant and zealous in their a celebrant must be aware of communi- of the message itself. "Often.the liturgy
pursuit of education and rationality cation. " The priest offering Ma~s is the part of the Mass people rememin a world full of hate and invocative. must try to "appreciate. the words b~r most. The. liturgy should depend
As long as there is open-mindedness he is speaking and conveylthese words on those who participate in it. Liturgy
of the type witnes~ed today, Xavier will effectively to the people."
should be geared to the group."
remain the seat of Christian principles
The ~roblem with many priests
The ~roblem here lies not only with
.and the citadel of truth that it has al- as Fat-her sees it is that "they become the intentions of the celebrant~ but also
ways been.
too accustomed to the ritual of Mass with the wishes of the group. "I am
John M. Coyne '71
and they don't realize this. Not enough out of the Pepsi generation," Father
priests are aware that they must com- £tated. "I don't know what turns young
Editor of the News, Sir:
municate to a group."
people on; I know _what turns them off
Some of the reasons for this prob- -Beowulf and Spencer. But- I don't
From their rendition of the Beatles'
Obla-di, Obla-da to their version of lem are that "the priest might_ look know what turns them on."
the Drifters' Medley,_ "The Banned" upon Mass as his own pri¥ate prayer
The practical solution would be
is gradually becoming part of the legen- and fails to realize it is a public cele- for students to take suggestions and
dary Xavier tradition.
bration based on communication."
ideas of their own for homilies to the
Mixer after mixer, from foamer to
Liturgy of the Mass refers to the priest. "Students could work through
gasser, at proms and private parties, prayer, reading from Scripture, and Student Council. They could even write
the infamous and genuine Xavier "Ban- the homily. During Mass, the priest has their own homilies." He cautioned
an opportunity and a responsibility_ t.o that, should the student decide to take
ned" wails away.
convey
the word of God fo the people.
In the future, while Ieclining in an
easy chair, smoking pipe .and sipping But if the spoken word is not effective
·scotch and soda, one will page through then the message is not properly comfond memories of college life in the municated.
Musketeer. And I asked will the enjoyable recollection of those "out-ofsite" flings with "The Banned" be
forgotten?
Praise and salutation have .no intention here. only a bit of constructive
criticism directed .toward both · the
edi.tors of the Xavier. Yearbook and
the Xavier-News in hopes of not ha'ling
"The Banned" be banned from reputable and _memorable recognition in
print and picture.
· Only a, brief but noteworthy article
and/ or a few &olorful shots.of the effer. vescent. group in ·action will mean so
milch to a remarkably likage guy named
Joe llnd six other groovin' Muskies.
It will also mean much to all of us
when we reopen our hearts to good ole'
Xavier in the near.
Yours as the No. I "Banned" fan,
Alan Jacobs. '7 I
Bill;
I would like to pers!Jnally thank all
those, students, faculty~ and administration members that participated in
the Memorial Vigil Service in honor of
the Vietnam War dead held on the campus mall from midnight Thursday to
midnight ·Saturday, November 14 and
is. I think that the fact of the- bitterly
cold- weather was a simple and adequate proof of the real dedication to
personal belief that was displayed as
students and faculty members took part
in reading the names. One individ11al,
in particular, remained at the Wp!J~t;n
cross the entire first night. , .Ms9 1
thanks should be given to the faculty
members and administrators who did
not have the actual time to read names,
but paid tribute to the war dead by
trying to" make' i!le actual reading as
comfortable as possible by . bringing
out coffee and offering words of encouragement to the readers. Despite
a narrow minded reaction on the part
of a few members of_ the university
community, Xavier's people showed
their dedication in fulfilling the Christian duty of remembering the dead in
this religious ser':ice.
Matt Hayes, '71
Chairman, Student Council
Spiritual Welfare Committee

on the task, the homily should be not
only liturgical but aesthetic. "Liturgy
The seventh annual Kansas City
should come from the students and {Mo.) Poetry Contests, offering a total
sometimes does, but there isn't enough of $1,600 in prizes and publication of a
of it."
book-length manuscript, have been anFather also pointed out that there nounced by Hallmark Cards.
is some difficulty at Bellarmine ChaOne of four sponsors, Hallmark will
pel- because it must serve not only again offer six $100 cash awards for
the university but also the parish. single poems by full time undergrad"There is no single liturgical pro- uatc students in the United States.
ccdure that is right for all times. We More than 2,000 students submitted
all dislike change but shouldn't have entries in the 1969 competition.
minds so frozen to text that liturgy
The deadline for submission of
should be one thing and nothing more. entries is February I, 1970 , and winSituations change- we sense this; there ners will be announced on April 30
should be ?iffe~.ent liturgies for dif- at the closing reading of the 1969-70
ferent occaswns.
American Poets' Series of the Kansas
He suggested that a certain number City Jewish Community Center. The
of masses be scheduled for and geared judges have not yet been announced
to students. "The 7:30 Mass offers a but in the past have include1 Conrad
liturgy which is already planned quite Aiken, Louis U ntermeyer, Robert Penn
well for students."
Warren, Philip Booth, and Edwin Honig.
Father summarized,
"Effective
All entries are judged anonymously.
communication shouldn't be a gimmick· The author's name is enclosed in a
to bring stray sheep into the fold, but sealed envelope attached to his entry.
it should be used to make the liturgy a Complete contest rules may be oblittle more significant for the group. tained hy sending a stamped, selfWe're after an experience that will addressed envelope to: Kansas City
do something for us spiritually-not a Poetry Contests, ·P.O. Bo.x 8618,
gimmick."
J>cgi Griffin
Kansas City, Mo. 64114.

CINCINNATI SENIORS AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS!

"There is no doubt," Father commented, "that the message is valid
and licit; the point is that it is not getting across."
A matter of pace is involved~know
ing how to pace the liturgy so that is is
significant. "No doubt more would
understand if they heard what was being said. The people cannot participate
properly if they do not realize what is
going on knowingly, actively, fully."

AFTER GRADUATION

1

The prayer by the priest should not
sound as though he is "reading from the
Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telepnone Book. Priests should be aware
that they are re~ding the Word of God."
Even the parking situation in the
parish is a reason for ineffective communication. Many pastors are so concerned with moving traffic in and out
that they must pace their Masses to
meet time requirements. "They know
that a new group is coming in at nin~
o'clock," Father stated.

II

Here's what

Lack of planning and preparation by
the celebrant, as Father pointed out,
is another reason for lack of communication. He cited a situation he had witnessed when the celebrant. fumbled

Markey Wins
Frosh Post

You will have the chance to learn about the many important
career opportunities that will be available to youth in Cincinnati.

The ticket of Chris Markey and Tom
Bamrrick · won . the Freshman class
elections as! president: and vice-president. Th~y defeated the team of Jerry
Whitney and Mike Anderson by a total
of 134 votes to 98. Markey is an English
major from Chicago and Hamrick is a
native of Gilford,; Conn. Markey gave
elections · committee chairman, Sam
Saya, credit for running a good-election
in his quest for fairness.
..
Another close race 'involved the
election for class representative. The
top vote getters were Russ Dcllen, Rick
Bolger, and Mike Coffey. Dellen is a
history major from Indianapolis and so
was another winner, Mike Coffey. The
remaining winner, Rick Bolger is a
business administration major from
Highlands, N.J.

:! .

At· no cost to-you!
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REGISTER NOW BY COMPLETING THIS FORM.
Please register me for the 1969 Operation Native Son. I understand this involves no cost on my part.
Student's Name _____· ______________________
Home Address _______
College/University _______ _
D~gree & Major ____________ _

Mo. of Graduation _ _
Mail to:

OPERATION NATIVE ·SON
Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
Suite 55, 309 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Hall available for Socials, Dances and Wedding Receptions.

I

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Phone 381-6432 ·

I

• l

For complete information contact Native ·son Operation Center
at 721-3300 ... area code 513 ... in Cincinnati. .

FRIARS CLUB

•'

,

Help yourself. Join in this 1969 Operation Native Son
sponsored by The Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.

REASONAElLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICE-CROSSTOWN
BUSLINE - RESTAURANT. SWIMMING POOL, GYMNASIUM,
HANDBALL· COURTS, · LOUNGE, BILLIARDS-TV & READING
ROOM- 10 ~inutes to Downtown

Wen ~cMillen

• • •

a chance to take advantage of the car~er opportunities right
here in Greater Cincinnati.
On December29 and 30 atthe Cincinnati Convention-Exposition
Center, Greater Cincinnati leading firms will gather to interview
any college senior, graduate student completing his studies, or
graduate completing military duty.

ROOMS FOR MEN
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DOCUMENTS ON DEMANDS
The Black Students
To:
Re:
From:
Date:

Administration and Faculty
Black Students' Demands
John K. Blackwell, President of AAA.
September 26', 1969

Mr. John K. Blackwell
President
Afro-American Association
Xavier University

In this envelope you will find a list of demands presented by the AfroAmerican Association to the Administration during a meeting in the spring.
Action on these demands has been slow due to a mutual misunderstanding by
the.Administration and the Afro-American Association.
Now that the atmosphere surrounding these demands is clearer, the Black
students at Xavier University expect immediate action to be taken. The AAA.
feels that it is insidious to formulate a time-table for these dmands to be met,
but we will not stand still for tokenism or foolish excuses for slow action.
Also, included in this envelope is a quote from part of my speech given
during Freshmen Orientation on Sunday, September 21, 1969, in the Xavier
Fieldhouse. With the quote are some explanations concerning the demands
which I thought might give you a better understanding of the feelings of the
Black students on campus.
Let me end by saying that we, as Black students, are fully aware that the
country's campuses are faced with revolution and we do not plari to sleep
through it. We are awakening the University and asking you to change for the
·
good of the University Community.

The Black Demands
1ST DEMAND -

President's ·Reply to AAA

More black bodies in the form of:

•

Dea.r Mr. Blackwell:
After the meeting last Monday, it was decided that I _should gather together
as-many facts as I could and communicate with you the progress we are making
in meeting the requests of the Afro-American Association which were given to
me at the beginning of last month.
_ During _the course of this week the Faculty Committee met after your
previous appearance before them and have sent to Father O'Callaghan, to
whom they ordinarily report, their recommendations. I'm enclosing a copy
of that letter. They state that their overall impression is that the position of
the 'Afro-American Association is sincere and reasonable, and with that 1
heartily concur. Father O'Callaghan is circulating this letter among all the
members of the faculty. I think one of the hardest of your recommendations to
fulfill-at least in the near future-is the one for more black professors and
graduate assistants on the campus. I have asked Father O'Callaghan to give
special attention to this and he has circulated among the faculty, with special
attention to the Department Heads, the enclosed letter. I_ hope it will be fruitful,
but I cannot in honesty promise any immediate or perfect solution to this
problem.
I'm writing at this time to the Dean of Admissions and asking him to give
special attention during the course of the year to recruiting black students,
and I have also recommended that he hire a black part time workerjs in the
Admissions Office to help him jn this recruitment.

Students-At the present time there are more black kitchen help and
I'm calling a meeting of the Board of Trustees within. the next two ~eks
janitors than full-lime black students in Day College. To add to our to consider allocating more money for black scholarships and I am hopeful
black student population, :we propose that a twenty thousand dollar that they will very probably go along with my recommendation. I think I exscholarship fund be set up. This $20,000 will be set aside from the plained to you when you met with me in my office that we are operating under a
Walsh Eund. It will be used to bring iu twenty top black students who deficit budget this year and very probably next year, and consequently, possibly
have top notch leadership ability. These students will be chosen by a . cannot do all we would like to do in the matter of scholarships.
As was mentioned in our meeting Monday, we are negotiating for the hiring
black scholarship committee. The committee will be made up of (5)
black students from the AAA., the present scholarship committee, of a Coordinator of University Affairs and expect to have a permanent full time
and a black administrator.
man at 1east b y the end of January. We are also at the present time negotiating
B. Professors •nd Gr•du•te As5ist•nts-These professors are needed to with !lnother man who would assume this responsibility until the present coexpose black and white students to intelligent black educators and to ordinator would be hired. The title of Coordinator of University and Urban
set the stereotype of black people straight. These professors are Affairs is tentative, but the job would correspond to what you suggested as a
brought in one: I) exchange programs to combat the draining of black Director of Community Relattions.
1 trust this will keep you up to date concerning what we already have undersouthern schools; 2) an all-out recruitment program to be run by a
special Black Professor Program ·committee. This Committee will way.
go after top black graduating students majoring in such _things as
I want to assure you, as I did in my office, that I personally am intensely
history, sociology, philosophy, and psychology to develop a black
graduate. assistant program. These assistants will be instrumental interested in following through .and seeing that all reasonable requests from
to our proposed Black Study Program. The committee that screen~ your group are fulfilled, if it is possible to 'do so. I trust you wm convey my
these graduate as~istants and professors will be made up of (3) students concern to all the members of the Afro_-American Association.
'
from the AAA. and a black_ administrator along with the_ present
Please feel free at any time to drop in and see me if you have anything to
committee. We suggest that this program be put into effect by September, talk over. In_ the meantime, I shall remember Y!>U and your associates in my
1969.
Masses and prayers.

••

STEAKHOUSE
Sp<'cinl Cut Chnr-Broilcd

• Sirloin Steak

• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef's Crisp Gardr.n

• Salad Bowl Cho.esq
Roquuort
llressinK

Gorlie

French Roll

$179

ROSELAWN

7100

Rndln~:

Rd.

NORTHERN KY.
4Zit DIJit HWY.
C.HERRY GROVE
15&7 Beehmont Mo..
WOODLAWN
1 0596 SPrin1field rlke
MONFORT HEIGHTS
North Bend l Cfleviat Rd5.

A.

lND DEMAND - Development of a Department of Black Studies (and Community .Relations) with the director of this department picked by the AAA.
and approved by the Black Professor Program Committee. This department
will have a community relations man and (3) p•id part-time student workers
to work in the community. All courses in this Black Studies Pr_ogram will
be relevant to people living in the black community and those planning to
work in this same community. Free community enrichment courses will
also be included in this program. This Black Studies Program will be devised lly the AAA. along with an..advisory committee made up of prominent
black people of the community, professors, and Dean Henderson. This program should be started June, 1969.

Community Involvement
I.

Pollet Community .Rel•tions Program
The psychology department has been involved in this program for over a
year. The program is designed to help the police become aware of the
types of individuals that exist in the community.

2.

Upw•rd Bound
.:
A summer and winter program with the University of Cincinnati for 64
high school students. Now in its second year.

3.

General Educational Development Test Tutorina
Held every day in Joseph Building since February for persons from
a. Urbans Conservation
b. Citizens Committee on Youth
c. The WIN Programs (Work incentive)

Cordially yours,
Very Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.

Letter From Faculty

~ommittee

Reverend Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J.
Academic Vice President
On Campus
Dear Father O'Callaghan:
On behalf of the Faculty Committee I present the following statement of our
reaction to the .demands of the _Xavier Afro-American Association. This statement has been preparea after careful study of the demands and after a meeting
with the representatives of-the AAA.
Our overall impression is that lhe AAA position is sincere and reasonable,
and that the University should respond to the demands with immediate action.
Some of the rhetoric (e.g., the word "demands") may strike many as abrasive,
but this suggests that there is a sense of urgent need for action now, not that
some demands cannot be negotiated and modified.
More specifically, we should react to the individual demands as follows:
More Black Students: Apart from the money factor, of which we are
totally ignorant, the_idea of recruiting and offering scholarship aid is a good
one. Since the students are not asking the University to change its standards,
it is academically acceptable.

7.

Conference on the Southern Appalachian in Cincinnati
Held in conjunction with course on Racial Tensions.

8.

Conference on the Hiring, and Retention of the Unemployables
A two day conference held by the Institute of Business Services.

BJ•ck Te•chers: More good black professors would help the black imagein the eyes of blacks and whites. This may be the hardest of the demands to
carry out, but we should try. _The suggestion to get black graduate assistants
is good, but may not be as simple as the AAA thinks. Again we should really try;
and the Academic Vice President should strongly encourage department
chairmen to recruit black professors and _graduate assistants, and explore
the possibilities of exchange or visiting professors. Although there is no
reason jn theory why a black professor is necessary for a black course or a
white professor for a white course, and we should as an institution remain
committed to neither the white nor the black point of view, but to the truth,
practically speakina it would be 'helpful, perhaps even necessary in the
beginning, to provide, wherever possible, black teachers in black courses.
Black students should b9 consulted in the. hiring of black faculty because of
their obvious intimate awareness of black problems.

9.

Interdisciplinary Education Seminar-"Kids, Corrections; Communities"
The seminars held in conjunction with Xavier's Corrections Program and
The Ohio Youth Commission. There will be six seminars throughout the
year.

Black Studies: As long as_ this does not involve. the establishment of a
whole new framew_ork:__:_or a special "track"_:_, and remanins under the control
of the present depart"mt.;nts, the initiation of black studies is a healthy step
forward. We understand tllat black courses would be open to any student.

10.

Youth Detention Ceoter-2020 Auburn
Counseling and Supportive work given to delinguents.

II.

Lon~:view

Community ~elations: We agree that Xavier should ha\:e a Community
Relations Director, who can be an important contact between Xavier and the
total community, with emphasis on the_ area immediately _adjacent -to the
campus. The University should also explore causes of a possible negative
image in the black community.
-

12.

Institute of Business Services
The institute offers various programs and representatives of community
groups who work with the poor and with Blacks arc usually involved.

Let me add that action on these demands should not close the door on further
serious consideration and action in this direction. ·

---John Henderson

···~: ~ ~ <' ~ ~ ~ ••~ •\~;: :•:>••~••. '~· ~~ :~ ~·.' . •~ ·~ ·. \•;' :·~iti6rialt~' f{l~tittJ: ~On1mittec

4.

Schol•nhips to Opportunities lndustrializ•tion Center Staff for graduate work.
5. Computer Time Sharing with the Woodward High School Sub-school
system.
6. T.xation and Bookkeeping Problems for the Small Businessman
A non-credit course offered in the Evening College.

State Hospital _
Complete staffing of the psychological services at Longview.

Signed by:

Rohcrt J. Murray

Phola by Ewlna G•llow•)

tJAanrJuwe moved...
but the

c:RJulists

8taro~

..

The Paulists arrived on the
West Side of New York City
in 1858. In 1895 they moved
into San Francisco's Chim•town and into the fringes of
Chicago's Loop in 1904.
They're still there.
Times change. Neighborhoods
change. Sometimes they go up.
Sometimes they go downbut through it all tl}e Paulist
stays. As long as there are
pe0ple to be served the Paulist
will be there.
The Paulist may be in the
same old place but he constantly does new things. That's
one of the characteristics of
the Paulist order: using their
own individual talents in new
ways to meet the ne!!dS of a
fast-changing world in the colleges ... in communications ...
in the ghettos.
·
If you have given some thought
to becoming a Priest, write for
an illustrated brochure and a
copy of our recent Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

CJ>aulisth
~at

erG

Room 200
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
WANTED:

Business Manager for WCXU Radio
No experience- is needed for a
person to 'handle monthly billing of
accounts that advertise on WCXU.
Business ~anager is also responsible
{or daily programming logs. Ideal cxperien·ce for any business major. Business Manager receives a commission
on all monthly hilling. No selling neces~
sary. Two to three" hours of work
monthly.
For Information Contact:
Dave Schackmann. General Manager
or Harry Traynor, Program Director
'· '
/ tit ·Kst~~~z.:__~_
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Reply To Faculty
To:
From:

Semantics?

THE MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY
Fr. O'Callaghan, S.J.

· You are undoubtedly aware that in late September our Black Students,
through the Xavier Afro-Amer1·can Association, made certain requests of
the University .which they titled Black Students' Demands. These requests/
demands were presented only after months of thoughtful deliberation and dialogue with numerous members of the University community.
The Faculty Committee was asked to give their reactions to the AAA.
statements. Subsequently, with the aid of Dr. Anderson, the faculty was polled
in regard to their present involvement in aiding Black Students (and other
majority groups) and they were asked whether they would give oi their time
and talent to. various projects which would serve the black community. The
favorable response of the faculty has been encouraging.
I am now sending you a statement from the Faculty Committee which is
their favorable reaction to the various statements of the Black Students. The
provisions for added scholarships and for a Community Relations Director
are being ta~en care of through the office of the: President.
Now I particularly urge chairmen and departmental members to address
themselves to the task of securing. more Black Teachers, more Black Assistants, and, as described in the reports of the Faculty Committee, ". . . the
initiation of black studies." In saying the above, I am the first to be aware of
how tight our budget is and of the urgent necessity we have of exercising every
reasonable economy. However, it seems that annually we do hire teachers and
assistants and now a determined and skillful effort should be made to see
whether ·some of these can be black.
In the area of community relations Dr. Anderson and Fr. Ratterman, S.J.,
would be glad to explain what they know of present opportunities and of plans for
a Community Relations Director who would outline for individual faculty
members how they could serve the black community and certainly the Avondale community.
Your creativity and cooperation in these matters is earnestly appreciated.
Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J.

Reasons Behind the Demands
'.f

We feel that the majority of questions asked will be abDut, I) our insistence that Black professors teach
the courses under the Black Studies
Program; and,_ 2) our reasoning behind the total program.
We .state that it is important that
Black professors· teach .these subjects
that concern Black people in order to
combat the racist ideology that exists
' in- this. University communitY,< and ~the
surrounding society. The Whit~. professor, no matter what his credentials
or how hip his ideas are, is inadequate to teach a course about Black
people at the present time. His (inad~quacy lies in his unfortunate up-bringing in a racist society; therefore, consciously or unconsciously the majority of White professors will present
a racist presentation of the material
that needs to be covered. We feel that
this is the case nine times out of ten.
We acknowledge that there is a small
Percentage Of Whl'tes that have shaken
Off the l·ntluence of tht's soc1'ety • bttt we
feel that the tinU: is not right for these
men to be incorporated into our Black
Studies Program. We do feel that it
would be to the University's advantage
to employ this caliber of men somewhere on it's faculty.
It ·s
l necessary to undet·stand that
the Black experience in this country
is unique from any other. - people's jn
1
't
th is country . The Wh1'te proressor
''
.
: best has only a minimum of kno\vled e
on.Biack subjects because he lacks the
experience needed to teach these subjects well.
.
We find rthat the . atmosphere of
learning is clearer· if b'Black · people
are t he e d ucators m su ~ects concern·ng
the lives of Black people Our
l
.
r easont'ng can be seen ' perhaps ' a lt'ttle
clearer in the following example: · if
a member of the Catholic Church wants
to find out the history behind some of
'·the customs of the Church, and the
[easonl.ng beht'nd some of the 1·nterpretations of the Church. who should

someone who has undergone the same
experience as you. This will also help
the White students in the course in that
they get a Black interpretation of the
subject being taught.
To the critics of the Department of
Black· Studies who say it is ridiculous
u.. segregate these subjects from the
present curriculum, we say - take a
look at yout present curriculum and see
who's history, · religion,. economics,
philosophy and literature we are studying. Then make your comments on segregation. We are not dividing ourselves from the University, ..but we are
adding something new to this liberal
educational institution.
We are asking the University to do
something about the institutionalized
racism that ext'sts 1·n 1'ts structure
and we are demanding total educat 1'onal
freedom. Consequently, if you are denonucing racism, as you say you are,
you will totally commit yourself to our
war against educational oppression.
You must begin to show evidence of
good will through action.
This,_perhaps, is the most dramatic
challenge that has faced this University
in its years of existence. It has come
to the time for you to show us that
reasonable negotiations can bring

to remember that it is the oppressors
a.:;tion thtjl determinrs. the a.ction or
ni'eiho'ds \ised by the 'o'ppressed to oblain their freedom.
The calm and moderate voice which
has dominated our group for the past
two years is quickly fading away. It is
being replaced with' one· ..o f bitterness
and frustration. This change in the
Black yoice on campus ltas been building up over 1 a long period of time.

.

.

.

-

..

.' .

There is, I percicve, a further reaaon why our black students feel it proper and necessary to use the word
"demands." White society, they feel,
has consciously or unconsciously "demanded" many things of blacks, for
instance that they live in ghettos and
accept second class employment and
even citizenship. In the existential situation blacks regards their "demands"
as countering the previous, and in
some cases continuing, "demands"
of the white society.
I find myself at a loss to suggest
any other word in the English language
which quite describes all that our black
students intend in the use of the term,
"demands."
P. H. Ratterman, S.J.
Vice President, Student Affairs

Relating to the Community
Xavier University lies in a predominantly Black society. Thus, we
raise the question, what has Xavier
contributed to the improvement of life
;i}· the commtinities that surround it?
i the. Universtty
.·
·
·
When
accepts tts
responsibility to the communities it will
then, and only then, begin to serve
a legitimate function. Xavier must
cease being the paternalistic 'Great
White Eathcr' and start to consult with
the people to find out how Xavier can relate to the problems of the community.
As an institution of learning,
Xavier must educate the community
in things that are relevant to that community's survival.
Presently there is a non-existent
relationship between the University
and the Black community. This is the
reason there exists a need for an office
of Community Relations to be establishcd. There must be community university communicat~ons.
h
h
For example, we propose t at t c
University integrate into the neighborhood and set up classes concerning
~uch things as consumer education,
general courses in business managemcnt, <and income tax filing. In· these
classes (claiiSes. offering self-fulfill:
ment to the people of the community)
.. the material taught must be related
to what reall_v is. This education
has to be related to the conditions and
aspiration_s of the community.
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YOU HAVE TO COME INTO YOUR COLLEGE STORE. That's all. To get
the fine, nationaiiX·~dvertised products that you want and need.
And, all you pay is 35¢ for packing, freight and handJing.

.

.
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Why th1s couple of bucks worth for 35¢? The manufacturer of these
great toiletry products just want you to try them-so that you will
know how great they are. fhat's why they have asked your College
Store and Campus Pac to put this deal together as a special student
service program.
But there is a limit to only one per student while they last.
Get your big couple of bucks worth of Campus Pac toiletries-plus
many money saving offers and coupons-for only 35¢-today!

AYlER UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER
STUDENT TRAVEL DIVISION OF
WHOLESALE TOURS INTERNATIONAL. INC.
22 DAY TOUR OF EUROPE

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

professionally conducte~
N. York-Amsterdam-Leiden ........................
Schevenirigen-Cologne-Rudesheim... ..... .. .
Worms-Speyer-Heidelberg ....... ..... .. ... .. ......
Luzerne .........................................................
Zurich-Lichtenstein-lnnsbruck ....................
Venice ..........................................................
Florence ... ... .. ... .... ... . .. .. .. .. ... ... ....... ...... .... .. .. .
Siena-Rome.................................................
Rome-Tivoli ..................................................
Rome ............................................................
Rome- Pisa ...................................................
Milan ............................................................
Mt. Blanc- Geneva ......................................
Dijon .............................................................
Paris ................................·.............................
London .. ... .... . .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .... . ... .. .. .
London- N. York ......... :........,.........................

1-day
1 day
1 day
2 days
1 day
1 day
2 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
1 day
1 day
1 day
1 day
2 days
3 days
1 day

All for full price $594.00 includes round trip
from N. York, all hotels, meals, transfers,
sightseeing, service charges. etc.
Groups depart will be every Monday of each
Month, beginning April 1970 and running
through 1971.
Daily departures will be featured Monday thru
Thursday June and July. Trip can be also
financed by our International Airline with a
low down payment of $60.00 and payments
$25.00 per month. MAKE RESERVATION.
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prisons. You, the University Administration and Faculty, can help us overcome this monster by granting us these
two humane demands.

The present view of Xavier Univcrsity in the community is negative.
Whites come to learn and upon graduMost of us came to thiS. University ating begin to exploit the very same
to escape the pfiysical oppression of people who's community they were
the Thetto and have !ilnce encountered taught in.
a bigger monster - psychological op.
. t hesc questions:
.
In cndmg,
we nuse
pression. We since have dedicated and
Are you willing to change this image'!
committed our lives to fighting this
·
D
'?
monster that is designated to keep us
· o you care.
slaves and keep our communities as
Wh
·11
'I
en WI you act.

Admittedly, this is.not looking at
the problem from a purely academic
point of view, but the rieed for a psychological .up-liftment is met when a
Black professor teaches courses in
Black Studies. From past experiences
we know that the psychological needs
of security, self-worth, and identification are met more adequately when
' you arc being· tau);\ht of your~~lf by '

..

from my discussions with black
members of our Xavier University
community I have come to realize
that the word "demand," as used by
our black students, means a proposal
which must be taken seriously for two
reasons: First, the matter is rugcnt.
Second, the consideration is based on
fundamental principle. Ultimately at
stake in black ~demands," as our
black students percieve _them, arc
the basic rights of black people to a
full realization of equal opportunity,
meaningful free~orn and human dignity.

By JOHN K. BlACKWELL

. about progress equal to that brought
on by chaos. We feel it is necessary

he consult? A Catholic priest, or tLJewish rabbi? He would consult the priest,
of course, although the Rabbi may have
a great deal of knowledge on the history and beliefs of the Catholic Church,
the Priest is living them. This is why
we demand that professors of our proposed Black Studies Program be Black.
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R~sult:

Xavier's First Win

Put 'Team' 'EffOrt'
'
Together-Etler
'·

By JOHN PRICE
WHAT MANY JHOUGHT WOULD never be heard
on the Xavier campus this year echoed joyfully through
the crisp Autunm air. There we~e cheers resounding
from the home-team locker room, and it was a Saturday
afternoon. The Musketeers had finally won.
"It was just great," said defensive end Jim Brophy."
"A wonderful feeling", said a rather calm Tom Bachman. "We blew them out of there," added Joe Abramowicz.
These were just a few of the many ecstatic reactions
in the X.U. clubhouse following the glorious 9-7 victory
over the previously once-beaten Quantico Marines. The
Muskies had suffered through seven miserable Saturdays, and now in their moment of victory they still found
it hard to capture their elation in the right amount of
words.
It had been a different afternoon from the very beginning. Bachman's jarring tackle and Mike Murphy's
-recovery on the opening kickoff set up Ed Huber's 32-.
yard field goal to give X.U. a lead for only the second
time this year. It wasn't Xavier who lost four fumbles
but Quantico. It wasn't Xavier who dropped the passes
but Quantico. It wasn't Quantico's line that poured
through on defense but Xavier's.
SAID IVY WILLIAMS, once again the offen.sive
star of the day: "I knew the breaks would have to start
coming our way soon." Ivy dried a rather muddy field
on his second half kickoff return when he steamed 95
yards for the winning tally. Touched by only one Marine,
Ivy was aided the final ten yards by Ray Langcaster's
excellent block on Eli Smith. "I knew Ray would get him;
1 knew it all the time," smiled Ivy. Was the run his longest ever? "No, I had a 102-yard return in high school."

.

'

It wasn't a day fit for any type of offense as rains

ami early-morning snowfall seriously hampered both
teams' running plans. "The ground was hard underneath but there was about an inch of mud on top," said
offensive tackle.Tim Renard. "We knew they had a good
outside game so we spread our defense," said coach lrv
Etlcr. "The ground helped us to contain them insid!'!,"
he added.
It was a day for the defense, however, and Xavier's
unit was more than ready for the occasion. The front
four had many pleasant visits with quarterback Bobby
Hill, and the lincbacking trio of Ken Kerley, Jerry
Mouch, and Ed Cogan smothered anything coming out

of the backfield.
"We've been coming out a half-hour early to prac·
tice every day," said Kerley whose key interception
choked off the Marines' last threat. "I got my one inter·
ception for the year," said Ken jubilantly. "I usually
get one every year and I got mine today. I've been playing football since I was six and I can't remember being
happier."
QUANTICO SCORED ITS only touchdown at the
9:35 mark of the final quarter when Willie Belton
sprinted 19 yards around right end. "The first thing I
thought of was the U.C. game," admitted Kerley. "But
1 hollered at the offense and asked them to just get us a
first down, we needed just a little rest. I apologized .to
.them a few minutes ago, too," laughed Ken.
In all, the Marines lost four of seven fumbles and
had the one pass intercepted. "We just knoc.kcd the
hell out of them," said Brophy in explaining the fumbles.
"We were probably the biggest team they played all
season," added .Kerley. "I know we could have had four
or five interceptions," he went on .directing his. comments to his cohort Mouch who dropped what appeared
to be. a certain interception in the third quarter. ''It was
too perfect; the balL hit me in the stomach and fell,"
recalled Jerry disappointedly. "I've been trying to get
the coaches to convert me into a split end, too," he
jokingly added.
Quarterback Dave Myers threw sparingly but the last
of his three completions bailed the Muskies out of their
final hole and lowered the flag on the Marines. With
less than four minutes remaining and a third and eight
situation on his own 12, Myers tossed to Jim Murray
for a big first down on the XU 35. The play had to be the
gamble of the day, and for one of the rare times this
year the Muskies wagered and won.
"THE MORE I THINK about it the more I see that
we did take a chance," said Murray. "I think I almost
ran into Langcaster on the play, too." Etler was a little
more philosophical about the call. "When you're 0-7
and your opponent is breathing down your neck, you've
got to gamble. I think we've been too conservative this
year."
Etler summed up the victory better than anyone
when he described 'the performance as "a great team
effort". For the first time this year the Muskics were
able to put "team" an.!l..,."efforf' together. The effort
. was always there, but the crippling mistakes nullified
it. For once the Muskies forced the mistakes and the
results were wonderful.

Little Muskies Snowball

St~te

By BOB HYLE

BLITZKRIEG

-News (JOliN I'A l'N£) l'hoto

Xavier linebacker Mike Murphy (dark jersey) breaks up Quantico pass fron1
Bob Hill intended for Glenn Ellison.

Stubborn
Dutchman
By JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor
IF THE PEOPLE WHO make the decisions about.thc coaching job give
lrv Etler a chance he just might be stubborn enough to prove that you can win
at Xavier. Part of his stubbornness stems from his Dutch ancestry. So, for
that matter, docs his honesty. "I think I will be back next year," said. Irv at
his office Sunday. "I haven't heard anything to the contrary. No one has even
mentioned anything 'about the record (1-7)."
As a native of the area, Etler has always liked the city and the University.
After his discharge from the Marines in 1958, he enrolled at Xavier because
"it presented academics first. I could llavc gone to a Iot of other schools, but
because of its discipline that you had to go to ~lass, I chose to go to Xavier:"
As a quarterback Etler co~pleted 76 of 187 ~asses for I {so yards and nine
touchdowns and ranks ninth on the
Musketeer all-time passing list. He
also saw action as a defensive halfback
and running back. Because he was short,
he more often threw around opponents
than. over them. "I ran for my life as a
sprint-ou"t quarterback."

•

•

•

THIS BROUGHT ON ACCUSAIrv Etler
TIONS that he couldn't throw long.
Like the time Univ~rsity.of Cincinnati coach Chuck Studley, just before the
XU-UC game, told the press, "Etler can't throw the long ball." This rubbed
against the Dutchman. So, right away, he trew a 35-yard touchdown pass to
AI Smith. But it was called back because of holding. Undaunted, Eller, on the
next play, threw a 50-yard touchdown pass to AI Smith. "I. like to kid Studley
about that every time I see him." Xavier beat UC, 7-6.
The Mid-American officials aal&ned to Xavier's &ames this year think
Etler 11 more than just stubborn; they think he 1s a crybaby. One of the MAC
observtn of officials said so last week. "I don't know how they can call me a
crybaby when a few weeks aao the Benaals complained about the officials and
nobody called them crybabies. Why should it be that way for Pros. Besides,
even Duffy DauP,ty,and_WOC!dY ~ay~ ha,V!IJ criticized the officlatina this year."
, • .
. , .,
•••
, .
r;o ...,; ., ,
·
·
•.
· 1· ·
·
•
•
• . .
. ·

with two of his running backs. Pat Louder said, "Paul Smith set thaLone
Ragon, with a sore thigh and Ken Bires, up perfect when he was calling plays
"Four and zero would have .been out earlier this year, both ran well. for th~ middle. Then he called the fullgreat but three and one is still pretty Bires ran ~or close. to 100 yards in the back pass and w_e. scored." Dick West
good for a freshman team," said Coach. driving ram and picked up one touch- was on the receiVIng end of that one
and XU had a 14-0 lead.
Jim Louder~ after his Xavier frosh down.
squad tore up Ball State University on
Xavier. pieked ,UP, its. flnt 1 ~~o-:e , ,. The _final score of the game came
a rain-drenched field, 21-0.
when Bail State halt;tcr plllit from its_ ori' l\'30'-yard run by Biers to put the
The Muskies kept Ball State in a end zone. Tom Bazzoli took the kick game out of reach.
Coach Louder remarked, "This is
ETLER'S PlAYERS DON'T think he is so stubborn. There ha&- not been
hole all day. With Mike Fedeli and Bill and with exeellent blockln&, scamPfefferle,. the defensive tackles, put- pered 45 yards for the touchdown.
a tremendous bunch of kids. They are the usual griping heard in past years around the campus. All of them, to a man,
ting on pressure Ball Stall\. could, not. . . The Muskies next tally was in the very coachable and they worked hard. will tell you they only wish "they. could have done• better f01'•him (Etter) because
·;
'third ·period when the Muskie ground I was pleased to have them and hope he worked so hard.:"
come close.
·
Etler has a seven-day work week. On Monday thru Thursday he works from
Coach Louder was also ple:tsed game brought the ball to the five. Coach they do well next year.
8 a.m. until9 or 10 p.m. On Friday, immediately after practice, he leaves to
scout a high school game. On Saturday (game day) he attends mass at 9 a.m.
and usually leaves the office at 7 p.m. Always on Sunday he works until I until
he and his coaching staff fill out a players scouting report on the next week's
opponent. His wife, Judy, understands his long hours at work. "We don't have
any kids and we are very close. She enjoy~ what I do."
And the Alumni, usually the bu&& a boo of every coach, have been no trouble
to Eller. They know It was not expected to be a banner year. Ed Biles, himself,
just before he left, said, "They will he lucky to win two &ames next year." And
Etler says: "Let them (the powers that be) judge me after I brin& in the kids I
want." Like this year's frosh team, which lrv recruited and which won an unprecedented three games.
"I go into every game thinking we can win," says Etler: If you don't then
you have no business being a coach." And Eller, not exactly going out on a limb,
added, "Next year we will be. much better as a team." Amen.

XU MISSES THE MARK
UP, UP, AWAY
-N<·~>·s (JOIIN·I~l YNt.") l'lwtu
Winning coach lrv Etler is carried off the field by his. players after QuantiCO
conqu~t. Notice J~rry Mooch's (No. 35) contented expreSsion. · ·

Murray Slate captured the 14 annual
Walsh lnvitational Rifle Match Championship at Xavier Armory Sunday.
Ohio State finished second followed by .
West Virginia with Xavier far back in
the field of 16 teams. The match was
divided into three. divisions (Varsity,

ROTC and Women).
"Our ROTC tea~ showed up fairly
well, but they are too inexperienced."
Xavier's next match is at Western Kentu cyn
k a d th en th escc10nas.
t"
1 at P"tt
ISburgh in March
·
··'•'-'••'.;";,"•.'.·.:·:,-·<·,'
·
·
'· •. '-.• •-'·'·.··.'·'~'-','·.'
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Undefeated Meet 'Starved' Seniors
By DENNY KING

Jerry's senior year, He.nedlctloe tooK
the Cleveland city championship with a
· 9-1-0 record. He first played at his
present position, offensive guard, when
he was a sophomore at Xavier.

back in fifth grade.

·From there Coughlin moved to
When Xavier meets Toledo {9-0) Tennessee and won all-state honors
Saturday at 1:30, 16 seniors will 61ay as a fullback at Science High. When
their last horne football game. The Kevin was a senior their team was
seniors include: Ray Baur, Ken Black- ranked third in the state and ·went
well, Jerry Buckmaster, Tom Chap- undefeated with a 9·0·1 record. In
man, Kevin Coughlin, Ken Kerley, addition to his position at fullback,
Jerry Mouch, Jim Murray, Dale Mu- Kevin had also played in the position
tryn, Vic Nolting, Joe Ohradzansky, of linebacker.
Gene Otting, Jerry Pilcavage, Tim
When Coughlin came to XU he was
Renard, Fred Shriner and Mike Smyth. expected .to play defensive back, but
in his sophomore year was moved to
•
Better late than never is how the linebakcer where he has been ever
old saying goes and it seems that no since.
one would agree to that more thim the
•
•
•
Xavier's offensive line has had
XU squad and coaching staff. "The
win right now did more for the team better seasons. Injuries, mistakes,
than a month's worth of practice," breakdowns, and just plain bad breaks
said Kevin Coughlin, XU linebacker. have_ plagued them all season long.
"It seems like when you get one . But perhaps the victory last Saturday
bad break you start getting them all may turn out to be enough to change
and when you're 0-7 you start looking all that.
for reasons why you're loosing instead
Three of the offensive linemen
of looking for the reasons that you seem to think so. They are Ken Blackshould be winning."
well, Tim Renard and Jerry Pilcavage.
But it seemed like the defense
KEN
BlACKWELL, offensive
had played a pretty (air season all guard for Xavier, came Jrom Hughes
along. "Our ,best games were probably High School where .he played middle
the UC and Kent State games but when linebacker and center.. Since Ken has
you're not on the scoreboard, it's hard been at XU, he has played at center
for the defense to keep going. Of course and defensive tackle. This season is
Saturday was one of our best games.. Ken's first as an offensive guard. For
We made some mistakes there too Blackwell, there wasn't any trouble
but when you come out the victor, they in making the switch. "I've played
don't hurt you as much.:'
offense and defense about equally all
Like most of the players on the the time I've played football," said
XU squad, Kevin Coughlin became Blackwell.
Before leaving Hughes High School,
interested in football at an early age
and played in his first organized team Ken was named to the all-city team and

•

Both Pilcavagc and Renard decided
they wanted to play football when they
got to high school. Ken Blackwell got
his start in the fourth grade.
. Pilcavage is_ looking forward to
playing in the pros if he is given the
offer. If not, he plans to stay in the city
to teach and coach.

•

-New.\' (JOliN I'A l'NEJ Plroro,tl

Jerry Pilcavage

Tim Renard

"I'm glad we got this victory for
the coaches," said Renard. "We've
always had the coaching but they
couldn't do it for us."

Opponents Week
I. Miami {6-3) lost to Kent State,
17-14.
2. Buffalo (5-3) did not play.
3. Kent State
17-14.

4. Cincinnati {4-5) lost to Ohio U.,
46-6.
Fred Shriner
was also an asset to the basketball
team.
TIM
RENARD, an offensive
tackle, has played tackle in both offense
and defense. Tim played at both those
positions while at Toledo Central Catholic and in addition won a letter in track.
"I saw a few different schools be-

Kevin Coughlin
5. Ohio U. {4-4-1) beat Cincinnati,
46-6.
fore I decided to come to XU," said
Renard, "and it was the attitude and 6. Villanova {6-2) did not play.
friendliness of the coaches and players
7. Dayton {3-7) lost to Toledo, 20-0.
here that made up my mind."
i!. Quantico {8-2) lost to Xavier, 9-7.
XAVIER'S CANDIDATE for allAmerican, Jerry
Pilcavage, played 9. Toledo {9-0) beat Dayton, 20-0.
at tight end and defensive· end in high 10. Texas at El Paso (3-6) lost to
Arizona State, 42-19.
school {Cleveland Benedictine). In

Scrappy Muskies Ready

Be ger-ert>u~
By JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor
Like the Cincinnati Royals, the
Xavier Musketeers will have a "New
Look".
Head Coach George Krajack says
the team will be more aggressive and
better organized than in the past. "We
are a little more aggressive and quicker this year," ' says George. "We
aren't growing any, but are playing
better defense."
"The players appear happy with
the running game. They know though,
that in order for it to work they must
get the ball off the basket, limit the
opposition to one shot and box out."
But, like the Royals, balls will be
flying around old Schmidt Memorial.
"We know'that we have to cut down on
.
.
the turnovers. We have been keepmg_
· · ·
· ·
d 1 s
d
statistics m practice .an
· . ast· atur ayl
we had IS turnovers m 1.S mmutes.
"Our. frimt court is entirely diller·
ent. We could start a 6-4 front- court
(Tom Blnqer, Don Darby and Jerry
Helmen). Last year we used the double
post(LutherRacldey'and·TomRohlln&)
and tried to work them Inside. This
year we expect more scorin& from: our
&uards.
"All five guards (Doug Alt, Joe
Gromada, Chris Hall, Rick Reder and
Perry Ashley) are looking good. If we
started the season tomorrow, Alt and·
Gromada would start. Alt has graded
as the best guard in three of the four
weeks. Ashley was rated best the other
week.
"But we will use a mini~um of 9
players since all the_ players are of

to t.our~elf.

pretty even ability. W.e lif-~ counting
on a lot of young people who will be
back next year.

Pickup two

"Darby is the only experienced
man in the front court. I have noticed
a change in him too. His confidence is
rising and he is taking charge more,
patting everyone on the back. He is
rebounding betterJ and going to the
basket with confidence. We are count·
ing a lot on him."

... 14-K,the most
enjoyable tade
in beer today!

Krajack also says that Steve Poppe,
Chuck Kromer, Terry Sillies and Rusty
Blossom have been working on the
starting unit and should see considerable action. "Rusty Blossom is the
best jumper on the team. but he is a
little away from his true potential. We
do expect him to help us in the future.
"F
ni ti
t d i t
rom an or&• za on san pon
It 01 be
h bett
w
h
Is
w
muc
er. e ave ass •
, t'an...
... (B b w ••.
o
a ...onand'Dave L ync h)th a t
are there on a dally basis. Last year
' Scott Se&ar didn't &et over to the field·
house until after class late In the afternoon. This year Bobby Watson can
breakdown the practice schedules and
do thin&s that I had'to do''Jast year.
Dave wUI work exclusively with the
freshman and a&aln l.will not· have to
worry." I get a &ood feelln& having
Dave and Bob around."
.. Krajack doesn't want his low-key
approach to .the season to have a negative effect upon the players or fans. "I
think the fans like to see aggressive
play. And I never want to sell the kids
short; the season depends on how bad
they want to get the job done. Many
times this can overcome the lack of
ability."

@1969 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO

XEROX COPIES
NOW
Except Books & .
Legal Size Paper ·,

So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with· a bottle of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go betfer with Coke, after Coke,
after Coke.

This low rate limited to Students
and Faculty only.

CLIFTON TYPEWRITER SERVICE

1

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Wor:ks Company, Cincinnati
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Prevailing Wind
More Reckless Driving

NOW SHOWING a BOTH
CINEMA II _. CINEMA ••

Mark E. MeanJ

'---------------·--------------=-------The fifty-thousand plus traffic fatal- economy is making big money on the the capabilities of these cars imply
itics recorded annually in the United extension of dangerous conditions something negative about the driving
States have been attributed to a variety which prey on innocent citizens. In habits of those who own them. This
of different causes: poor weather con- this regard I indict one auto-maker implication has been born up statistiditions, alcohol, mismarkcd roads, im- who especially boils my blood. His cally. Insurance companies are not in
proper testing methods- to name a few. line of cars looks like the rally-line business for their health and they_ are
I suspect that there is a certain amount at Watkin's Glen; he specializes in trying hard to make the culprits
of rationalizing involved in pointing the 'jet-powered' cars (those which send pay through the nose, Such measures
finger at such particulars. I sec most most of their horsepower out the rear were instituted in hope that one will
of the highway slaughter in the pcrspcc- end). His ads sound like a running com- think twice before he buys such a
tive of a dangerous mentality fostered mentary on .the Monza time-trials and mean-machine and that as a result,
by the Madison Ave-. boys who warrant distinctly appeal to the morons who since it will become jmpractical to
more infamy than the military-indus- view a wheclie at every light as a re- invest in one, their popularity will
trial complex in that they arc stalisti- inforcing assertion of their virility. substantially wane. (Note that_ once
cally more efficient. killers. The If you're.not sure to whom I am re- again someone is being .hit in the pocket
wholesale aver-equipping of cars fcrring, perhaps mention of the de- where it hurts: perhaps our society is
to achieve speeds and Jorqucs which pressing fact Jhat he increased his a little materialistic after all).
only the most skilled experts can safely sales. by fifty percent after his racing
It is sad that human life and safety
handle is what I find to be the principal campaign will provide a hint. I am have become secondary motives in this
agent in the formulation of the reckless speaking of that reputable outfit which, issue. It is also regrettable that until
attitude which characterizes the ag- ironically enough, sponsored that great effective means to return the rule of
gressive driver. Car manufacturers humanitarian, Bob Hope, on television. the road to the conventional driver
arc out to make the fast buck on the _ The Nationwide Insurance Com- are initiated, many lives will be lost
idea that they can easily flatter the pany, the only organization which did and the safer drivers v:ill pay insurpublic into thinking that they are a not lose money on auto claims last year, ance rates which have been kited by
gifted collection of natural A. J. Foyt's has finally become aware of the alarm- the jackasses• who think every turn
and that the Cleveland Memorial Shore- ing frequency of accidents among the of the key is the start of the Prix.
way, the Millcreek- Expressway, and class of 'high-performance' cars. It is the task of the individual driver
the Edsel Ford arc proving grouds for As a result of this study, they. have to become aware of the 'high-performtheir ineptness.
placed several cars on a special- ancc menace' before it takes his life,
Irresponsible driving habits stem insurance-rate blacklist. Among them: or, even worse, goads him into risking
SS/ 396, Mustang 'Mach' the lives of others. It is the individual
not only from inner feelings of frustra- Chevclle
tion and aggression but also from a series, Dodge Charger, Plymouth 'who must close his mind to the warm
subconscious devaluation of the human Roadrunner, Oldsmobile 442, and Pon- wind from Madison Ave. and render
life. It is horrifying to think that our tiac GTO. Their reasoning is simple: this totally .disgusting exploitation

''A SAD - FUNNY - TRAGIC
-BEAUTIFUL PICTURE"I
- Time Magazine

••MIDNIGHT

COWBOY"
STARRING

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JON VOIGHT
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Prom Weekend
For Juniors
Mark Cleary and Bob Dillon.
co-chairmen of the Junior Prom
Wcckc_nd, have announced plans for
what promises to be a weekend to rl!mcmher nn Friday, Dcc.:mber 5th and
Saturday. December 6th. Friday evening the Junior Prom will be held at
beautiful and spacious Brookwood
Country Club in Fort Mitchell. Kentucky. The entertainment will begin
at 9:00 pm and will include Buddy
Rogers and his own orchestra plus
Xavier's own .. The Banned... A huffct
dinner will also be served later in the
evening. The theme of the prom will
he "Birth of the 70's': and decoration
chairman,_ Nick_ .Esposito promises
an atmosphere appropriate .to the occasion. Tuxedos will be optional for
the evening.
Chairman Jim Gargaro has planned
Saturday night's festivities for the
Friar's Club. _This will be a private
Junior Class party and entertainment
will again he provided by the popular
.. The Banned".
Although an exact price for the
weekend has not been set. Junior
Class President. Mike O'Connell, and
his staff have initiated several new
ideas which will help to defray the
cost of the weekend and enable many
more .Juniors to attend.
For further information call Bob Dillon at 73 1-J 160 or Mark Clt:ary ·at
731-24B.

The college you can't get into without a job.
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey.
Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls,
labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job.
A job at Western Electric.
·Our students-engineers, managers and other professionalsdevelop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System.

For information cont,1ct your placement office. Or write: College
Relations Manager, Western Electric Co., Room 2500, 222 Broadway,
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer.

Western_
Electric
'J,
11 1.1
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In His
· Own Write

0 an Kane

Censorship, Films, and Libertines
The Cinematic Art has always, in
the past, been the mode of expression
for. many individuals, some rich, some
few poor, and these days, college kids.
Grade schooler
·
·
s arc even gcttmg mto
the •tct by m k'
th ·
1
,
a ·mg etr own t 1ree minute reelers about th · r
·
d
·
ctr .avonte og,
th · r h
·
or
ctr •at er eatmg some kind of
breakfast cereal or whatever.

Or arc they'! For right there, next
to the ads for these movies, are ads
for other movies. The kind of "No
you cannot go see that one," "It's
better that you wait until vou are older."
J
"I don't care if every kid on the block
has seen it, you are not going, THA TS
FINAL." movie that everyone seems
to talk down until they have seen it,

The movies that come out of Hollywood these days are improving. At
least they seem to be improving after
all the junk that was turned out in the
last ten years or so. After all, "Gidget
Goes Puerto Rican" or "Andy Hardy
Gets a Hickey" aren't ·sxactly wh a t
one would call redeeming social
films, except for the trainer-bra,
chewing-gum, seven-to-nine year olds.
(This age group used to be thirteen to
fifteen, but things have changed, and
changed for the better, haven't they'!)

then they don't say anything at all because of their previous stand Ever.
. .
.
·
}
week thts kmd of movte seems to edge·
out the kind that was. first mentioned.
. Here are some examples of this tvpe:
J
Alice's Restaurant "Where the
heads of all nations meet": Medium
Cool -"beyond the age of innocense ...
into the age of awareness"; de Sade
- "The film that shocked the readers
of Playboy, WILD ACTION"; All
Neat in Black Stockings - "Discover
the New Excitement"; and last, but
not least, The Libertine - "Makes
I, A Woman look like the sexual
adventures of Minnie Mouse_ and
Teresa and Isabel look like a primer
for nursery school kids." The Liber·
tine I left till last because I just saw it
and it still hangs around in my mind.
There are many reasons for this besides the fact that I saw more of
Catherine Spaak than her mother ever
did.

Anyway, the films are improving.
A quick glance at the "entertainment"
sheet of the paper will reveal the high
caliber of the films being pushed onto
the American Theater market. Here
are some examples:
Swiss Family
Robinson - "A tropical jungle becomes an island paradise," and The
Parent Trap - "It's a LOOK-ALIKE£
RING-A-DING, LA F F-A F FAIR";
Doctor Doolittle - "Learn to. talk
in 500 .animal languages from a parrot
who speaks I 000"; The Brain - "A
thinking thiers movie"; _ 2001: A
Space Odyssey - "An unprecedented
pyschodelic roller coaster of an ex2001 is the ULTIMATE
perience!
TRIP!!!"

Undoubtedly the most noticeable
thing about the movie was the skin.
There was skin everywhere, in the
dentist's orifice (or is it office?), on
the street, in the house, on the highway,
in the gas station, (you should have
seen the attendants), and on the movies
WOW! This is really the kind of that were automatically shown when
entertainment that a person can sink one fell on the bed. These films within
his thinking teeth into and tear off a a film were the real eye openers, for
large chunk of redeeming social value this is the first time this person has
from. One_ can s_ee these films and go seen as much as he did in a movie that
wasn't part of the Kuhlnian Hall Stag
home, satisfied that he has not only
Film Festival. (This is an annual event,
done his part to further nice cleanjust check with the nearest voyeur.) I
cut entertainment, but that he has had
will admit that I saw the film at the
one hellofa good time .to boot. GEE
Guild, so that it couldn't really be said
WHIZ! Everybody's happy.
that The Libertine as shown in a

To a Gypsy

a

to live ... but a helluva way to die, too

"neighborhood theater" but there is
still a conclusion that can be drawn
from this.
Namely, that the new sy·stcm of
evaluating the films, GMRX, has become not only a useful tool, but an
effective one
The Libertine re
·
ceived an X rating which meant that
persons under eighteen were not to be
•tdmitted Wh th th
·
~
·
e er c?' wcr? or not ts
Irrelevant - the true Jssuc ts that the
n1 . h' 11
..
h'
....
ms w te arc grap tea 11 Y cxp 1tctt
can be shown \'iithout being censored
and uct to the_ point where Jhe_action
takes on the appearance of people acting in front of a strobe light.
The true function o( censorship, as
I sec it, is to keep people from seeing
something that would offend them. The
old system, of refusing to Jet them sec
anything at all, is too simplistic. When
someone wants to sec a skin movie
he should have the privilege to go to
a theater and see one. He should know
where and which are the skin movies,
so that he won't wander in and get
caught in the middle of something he
doesn't want to see, like something
that will teach him 500 animal Ianguages. Conversely, the parent with
children who want to be entertained
shouldn't have to worry about what
they will see while he or she abandons
them to go to the club for the afternoon.
That's why I feel that all would be well
appropriately
if everything were
marked so that everyone would know
what he is paying for and what he can
look forward to once he sits down in
his seat.
It used to be that the. way to get a
large attendance was to put the words
"Adults Only" in the ad, because the
adults figured it wasn't worth the time
and the kids figured it was. Now, with
the new system, everyone should be
able to tell just what it is they will see,
and then they can make their own value
judgement, and not have that of another
forced on them.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
The John Frankenheimer-Edward Lewis Production starring

Burt Lancaster
Deborah Kerr
"The Gypsy Moths"
co·•lmln•

Gene Hackman ·Scott Wilson ·William Windom

Screenplay By William Hanley Based on a Story By James Drought
Executive Producer Edward Lewis Produced By Hal Landers and
Bobby Roberts Directed by John Frankenheimer • Metrocolor
MGM

G

SEE IT SOON AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

MOST FITTING FASHION

. . _. . . . _._____. _,._ .-··. - -·------·--·--·---1
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Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6~paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't-have
to worry.
A 1·eally
good beer like ·
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. We'd hate to think of all
om· effort going down the drain

Yes?

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Bud®. For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

THE DODV SHIIlT
b;vAN HEUSEN®

417

No?

Get the clean, lean look now. Van Heusen's. new
fitted shirt has body-tracing shape that never comes
too close for comfort ... always looks
valet-neat. The Body Shirt is tailored with
handsome Brooke collar that can be worn with and
without pin, 2-button cuff, in permanently pressed
Vanoprcss"" 65% Dacron* polyc'stcr, 35% cotton.

FROM $7.50
• DuPont R.T.M.

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
(But you know Htai.)

t

ANiiEl~SE_R-BUSCH,

lNG. • ST: LO,UIS • NEWAIIK • LO.S ANGELES • TAMPA ••. IJOUSTON •. COWMBUS ·•

JACKSO,~~I.Lt(

•

.,.J

FREE PARKING!
CHARGE ITI
Open Mon., Thurs. &
Fri. Eves. Till 9
PHONE 5::!1-3263

4 7415 M ONTGOIVI.~.~X:-~·~·:-:~.0.~·~99.9-:
t
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Orientate Frosh Parents

THE
SKINNY

by JOE CORMIER. Associate Editor
On Saturday, November 15, the
Dad's Cltib sponsored a "Parent Orientation Day" designed to introduce
the parents of Xavier students to the
academic and co-curricular life here
on the campus.
The idea was to clarify the policies
of Xavier University and to alleviate
any concern that the parents might
have concerning the atmosphere provided for their offspring, to show that
much of what is heard and seen about
college campuses through the news
media is certainly not true, at least
as far as Xavier is concerned.
The program was' held in the
Theatre in the University_ Center. It
opened with a welcoming speech to tlie
General Congregation by President
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J. This was fol-

further problems or questions they
had, Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean
of the University School of Business,
gave a presentation concerning his college and then the floor was opened to
questions.
The last of the .series of talks was
presented by those more closely related to the student body through the
Student Affairs Office. Dean of Students
Patrick J. Nally, Miss Mary Louise
Faeth, Dean of Women and Assistant
Dea!'J of Students, and Tim Burke,
Student Body President, all presented
brief speeches.
Dean Nally had four points to make:
what the role of a Catholic University
is, how Xavier fits into this role, the
role of the Student Affairs Office, and

THE
FAT
ONE

ONE and

W. C. Fields
(also known as
Mahatma Kane JeevesJ
in one hour of classic irreverence

• The Barber Shop
• The Pharmacist
• The Fatal Glass of Beer
('Taint a fit night out ... ")
At the LUSH, PLUSH, NEW & LOVELY Beacon HiU!

Exlrl FIIIUrtlll.
"FRACTURED
FLICKERS"

!!]·

~~~a~lk~~~JohnN.~~i~~~~t~&~~A~~·:::::::::::::::_ _ _~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Felten, S.J., Dean of Arts and Sci- Office.
enees, about his college, and a question
He stated that a Catholic University
period.
has a_dual set of ideals to follow: it has
After a coffee break, where the the pursuit of the university idea of
parents had an opportunity to interview truth, and it has the Catholic faith to
and discuss, with several students, any give a _Christian style and character

- - - - ,_.

RAY CHARLES 8t CO.
Saturday, Nov. 22-8:00 P.M ..
John D. Millett Assembly Hall
Oxford, Ohio
Tickets $4.00, $3.50, $3.00

Reservations 220Warfield HaU, Oxford
Tickets May Be Purchased at the Door.
From L toR Mr. Louis Ginocchio- Chairman of Parents Orientation Day,
Mr .•John Fox, President of Dad's Club, and Jack Maier, Executive Manager
of Frisch's Restaurant show off program for the'day.

i.

· in the pursuiL of~his new truth.' Religious develo!!ment is not t~e primary
objective, but is.a means by which students are incorporated into the pursuit
of truth. This is Xavier's goal both in
and out of the classroom.
Here is where the StudenL Affairs
office comes in. It tries to promote
educational experiences outside of
and complementary to the classroom,
to develop "mature, Christian, thinking, .analytical young men." The philosoph.y is that freedom and a sense
of responsibility cannot_ be learned in
a classroom unless experienced outside of that classroom. Therefore,
there are as few restraints as possible.
The criterion for policies is "what
is appropriate and necessary for
Xavier University" and this is not
the same as what is appropriate for
UC, for a family, for a fraternity, or
for the military.

future. There should be 140 out' of town
iirls next year, who would live either
in Husman Hall or Kuhlman Hall. She
also praised the University for its
sense of community and the feeling of
belonging which it gives to _all its
members. This feeling was especially
evident on the Day of Awareness.
- Burke's comments assured the
parents that when they read of the students trying to change university policies, they do not want to discard the
whole system, but to better it. Students
t.oday are socially concerned, he
pointed out, and in changing they want
only a partial role, not absolute control of the university. However, he
ended with the reminder that, "Students today are thinking no little
dreams."

_ There followed a brief question
period again, and then a lunch. After
that the parents were encouraged to
Miss Faeth's talk was about the watch Xavier ·in its first 'victory of
48 co-eds that Xavier now has and the the year and return to the University
exchange program with Edgecliff Col- Center for a reception after the game.
lege. She also discussed plans for the

Cadet Nabs
Scholarship

150 Attend
Memorial Mass

On Wednesday, November 12, at
On Friday, 7 November 1969, 1:30 p.m., the Xavier Community
Cadet Lawrence A. Gersbach, 2551 celebrated the traditional Memorial
Martha Lane, Hamilton, Ohio, was Mass. In past years the Mass was
sworn into the United States Army mandatory under penalty of a fine, but
Reserve by Colonel Richard L. Dooley, because of the change in university
Professor of Military Science at policy the Mass is now voluntary.
Xavier University. Cadet Gersbach is
The Mass was offered for deceased
a freshman at Xavier and a four-year
United States Army ROTC Scholarship alumni, faculty, benefactors,· and students of the university. It was conwinner.
celebrated by six priests, Fr. P. H.
The United States_ Army ROTC Ratterman being th~ main celebrant.
Scholarship Program provides finan- Some one hundred_and fifty students
cial assistance to highly qualified, and faculty participated in the folkhighly motivated young men who are type mass.
seriously considering careers
as
---;-'-;----,--..,,.--~-.,.,.,..·
Army officers. Since 1965, over 7,500 _ The XU Accounting Society will
scholarships have been _.1warded. Army present Mr. Roy J. Spalding, a_ memROTC Scholarships pay for tuition, ber and partner of the firm Haskins
textbooks, laborabory fees and other and Sells, as speaker on Wednesday,
educational expenses. In addition, the November 19.
student Jeccives a tax free allowance
Mr. Spalding will deliver a talk on
of $50 per month for the duration of "What Constitutes an. Adult" in the
Terrace Room at 7:30 pm.
, _.. t_h\! ,~~_;qqlars~ip,

--

CJhe highway
· isfraught
with marauders.
-W. C. Fields

;· ,\

We made.designing your own diamond
engagement ring famous.
Now, other stores are s:aying they'll
let you do it, too.
Tee hee.
Trust us, little chickadee.

Wasserman
605 Race Street
Jewelers for one generation. ·Yours.

----------.........-~~----~-.14--~-__;..--~~~------'
-------~---··----
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'FACUI~TY

Mr. John Mooney, S.J.
In 1910, William Ja mes, the important American psychologist and philosopher, wrote an article called "The
Moral Equivalent of Wa r." Writ ing on
the eve of \'lorld War I, James proclaimed the pacifist ideal as the only
reasonable way man could live in the
modern world. The burden of the article • however, deals with a weakness
in the pacifist position._ The pacifists,
said James, fail to appreciate "the
aesthetical and ethical point of view
of their opponents," the .militarists.
Militarists throughout the history of
mankind have looked upon war as the
breeding ground for courage, bravery,
self-sacrifice to national ideals, and
other manly virtues. Without war, said
the militarists, mankind generally and
great nations specifically would fall
. into moral degeneracy. In short, war
had been, for the arinic:s of Alexander,
Julius Caesar, and Napoleon, a training in virtue. James concluded ttiat the
militarists were afraid that the. pacifist
. movement in America was trying to
lead the nation away from virtue to a
life of softness, ease, and pleasure.
James's remarks about the fears of
the militarists have a strange resonance today. Vice-President Agnew's
denunciation of the October IS Mor.ttorium as being the plot of an effete
corps · of intellectual snobs reflects
the feelings of a large segment of Americans. On many of the university cam. ·puses where there have been peace
demonstrations, there have been counter-demonstrations by members of the
ROTC and of the football team..,- trying
to demonstrate support of patriotic
and well-groomed masculinity. Appalacians
and . middle-class
home
owners' joined George·· Wallace in...his
denunciation o{ "hippies and yippies"
and in his support of law and order.
In a word, many Americans view the
dissidence of college students with
real fear and bitterness.
Why is .there this visceral reaction
. against the peace movement on the part
of so many Americans? Certainly, a
· good deal of the reaction is due to the
· fact that the vested interests of the
average American are being threatened
by · such _interrelated phenomena as
anti-war protests and the demonstrations for racial equality in America.
Yet, as a deeper level, I suggest, the
cause of their fear is the same as the
cause of the fear of the milita~ists in
James's account. · They fear that the
young are giving into an egoistic, heedless, and undisciplined moral degeneracy. The_increased use .of drugs, the ·
societal cop-out of the hippies, and the
frequent violation of civil Jaws confirm
many Americans in this opinion.
_ What needs to be done is for young
people to demonstrate in even clearer
ways that their new values are in no
way soft .values. Indeed, the number
· of young people who have served in the
! Peace Corps and Vista, together with
those who participated so ~ actively in
'the last presidential campaign, indicate that many young Americans are
ready to make sacrifices to pursue
their ideals. But still more is needed.
What we need are young people who
can keep· their idealism alive and untarnished even after they have entered
the world of family-raising and buckmaking and home-owning. We need
young people who will not hold sententiously to the liberal cause of their
college days until it becomes the sterile convention of tomorrow. We need
young people who will protect the
cause of the down-trodden even after
they have gained the power and money
with which to tread others down. We
· need young people who will never capitulate ·to "American materialism"
even after they have reached a position
· from which comfort and ease are with- ·
in their reach.
In short, we need new moral giants
in American society. Many colleges
luive perceived, 'correctly I believe,
that America. for all its · greatness,

' ••• ~--- -.- -
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Xavier
Students
Save 2c per
GaJJon tit
Dana Ave.
Comet

COLUMN
ART TIME MALE HELP FOR EVEN IN
ELIVERIES. HOURLY SALARY PLU
ELIVERY COMMISSION-FREE MEALS

New Moral Giants Needed
could soon lapse into a bankruptcy of
values. And many of our generation
have become fascinated with the ideal
of refashioni ng America according
to America's own best ideals. The
question is not whether th is can continue to happen in Ame~ica, but rather
whether our generation will persever~ngly make it be. This, it would seem,
as the only moral equivalent of hecoming an establishment man.

Pet"P. Fteven.

CALL 731-.=82=-0::;..;0:::.....-_ _ _- J

1711 Dana
Show your 10 card
Always extraspecial service

SUNDAY NIGHT DANCES
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
'4815 Tower An,
8:30 to 12:30 A. M.

~

Featuring Popular Bands and Entertainment
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY

TO ALL

Faculty-Staff-Students

''Be
Our
Guest''

OVER

$109.00

IN COMPLETE ADMISSION TICKETS

$3.00

for only

The "BE OUR GUEST" booklet contains COMPLETE ADMISSION TICKETS to outstand.ing Recreational, Cultural
and Sporting Events in .the Greater Cincinnati area. This unique program is designed by special arrangement with
the activities listed below to introduce you and your family to a greater variety of entertainment, with the hope
that you will have fun and continue to patronize these fine facilities in the future . .
"Be Our Guest" is NOT a "2 For 1'' program in which you are obligated to bring along a cash customer.
It is NOT a discount booklet.
NOTE: TICKETS CAN BE USED RIGHT NOW. LAST TICKET EXPIRES IN 1971.
ACTIVITIES
TRI-COUNTY SPEEDWAY ............. : .:
FANTASY FARM .... -. ...... . ... . .......
EDGEWATER PARK DRAGWAY ... . . . .....
PUTT -PUTT GOLF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BON-AIR GOLF CENTER ............... ..
COUNTRY & WESTERN SHOW ........ : ...
GOLF PRACTICE.... . .... .. . . .. .. . . . . .· ..
MINIATURE GOLF ......................
MOTORCYCLE RACING .........· ........
JOHNSTON PARTY BOATS ...............
TRI-STATE DRAGSTRIP ............. : . ..
POLO ........................... . . , ...
U.C. MUMMERS GUILD THEATRE .........
CINCINNATI SUMMER OPERA ............
SHOWBOAT MAJESTIC .......... : ·.......
"OVER 21 DANCE" .....................
KARATE ..............................
GLENESTE SPEEDWAY ................ ,.
FOOTBALL, UNIV. OF CINCINNATI .......
SWIM MEETS, UN IV. OF CINCINNATI ......
BASKETBALL, XAVIER UNIV •....•......
FOOTBALL, XAVIER UNIV ..............
SLOT CAR RACING .....................
INDOOR ARCHERY .....................
THE DIXIE FLYER SLIDE ................
SWIMMING, YMCA .....................
Bl LLIARDS ..............' .... ·..........
PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST, YMCA . .. ......
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES, YMCA
.BUSINESS MEN'S CLUB, YMCA ..... . ... . .

Tickets
Major League Auto Racing.
Admits Adult & Child .. · .. .
Any Racing Event ....... .
Choice of 5 Locations .... .
9 Holes of Golf ..... .. .. .
Choice of 2 Shows ...... .
Choice of 4 Locations .... .
Choice of 4 Locations .... .
Any Race ............. .
Sightseeing Cruise ....... .
Any Racing Event. ...... .
An Exciting Sport ....... .
Any Production ......... .
A Reserved Seat ...... . . .
Any Show in 1970 ...... .
At the Hotel Alms. ; ..... .
1 Week of Instruction .... .
Any Stock. Car Race ..... .
In 1970, Choice of 2 Games
Any Home Swim Meet ... .
Choice of 2 Games ...... .
In 1970, Choice of 2 Games
Choice of 2 Locations .... .
Free Time & Equipment .. .
The Kids Love It! ..... . . .
To Keep You & Family Fit.
Choice of 8 Locations .... .
You May Be Surprised .... .
You & A Guest Invited . . . .
Steam, Lamps, the Works!..

Value

5.00
3.25
5.00
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.00
1.20
2.50
1.50
4.00
2.00
3.50
5.00
3.00
4.00
15.00
5.00
4.00
2.00
2.50
3.50
3.20
2.50
4.0i.)
2.25
ROO
5.00
2.00
3.50
$109.65

2 $
2
2 '
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
4
1
2
1
1
48

"NO GIMMICKS"

"NO HIDDEN CHARGES"

"NO TA)f"

GUARANTEE
The Publisher Guarantees Tickets Described Above Will Be Honored
Acco;ding To Terms Printed Or Purchase Price Will Be Refunded.

,

.

.,BE OUR GUEST" BOOKLETS WILL BE AVAILABLE
UNTIL JAN. 21, 1970 AT THE

BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER
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Static® is the new /
after-shave with ~:( · ·
high-voltage scent.·
And sound. Rub it
on and Static makes
noise. Crackles, like
electricity. Youill. :.. ·
find it.means
trouble in the air;·
For'her.
·

The mating cali
of the 70'e
;-·

